our Services
Our company has been a distributor of electronic parts since more than 10
Years. Our strong contacts with leading manufacturers are the basis of our
continuous growth and the satisfaction of our customers. As a reliable
distributor with an evident information lead, we have acquired an excellent
reputation within the whole industry and amongst small and medium
enterprises. Whether you would like us to carry out the day-to-day purchasing
of your current requirements for electronic components or you would like the
current market data included in your strategic scheduled orders: We are the
right business partner for you.

Support choosing Components
In the resistor technology we distribute a wide range of different types from
european and south asia manufacturers. We can offer wirewound resistors as
well as thickfilm resistors in high and low ohmic value, precision high voltage,
precision metal film, molded style, power resistors for high frequency and pulse
loading applications. We have resistors aviable for every application from 3
Watt to 40000 Watt. The passive components manufactured according
customer specification and they are also aviable in small quantities. We can
offer nearly all possible tolerances, temperature coefficients and ohmic value.
Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any technical
requirements

Providing datasheets
In the range of Opto-Electronic and Electromechanics you will find nearly all
data sheets of the products. The pdf-format specifications are part of our
homepage and can be download for your information. Should one of the data
sheets are not aviable, we can provide the specification from our database and
send it via e-mail or telefax.

Logistic Service via DPD GeoPost
We are successful independent distributor for the electronic components
and we need a reliable and fast logistic service. Therefore we have decided to
use DPD GeoPost for our transportation service. With the daily shipment we
reach the most important trade centers within Europe as well as individuel
locations fast- efficient and reliable.
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